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Developing more meaningful interactions and engagement with our membership is always a top priority

for the California Association of Realtors® and 2016 is no exception. This year we have a few new

projects and programs to enhance relationships with our members as well as reinforce the value of

being a Realtor®.

One of our new initiatives for 2016 is geared towards new members. For the past several years, C.A.R.

has provided additional touch points for new members. This outreach begins with an intial email to

welcome the member to the organization and verify their contact information along with a message

from the C.A.R. President including our member benefits video. New members continue to receive

quarterly emails throughout their first year with information geared towards someone new to the

industry. In addition, new members receive a mailing containing the C.A.R. Your Membership Your Way

brochure and a new brochure, Ten Things Every New REALTOR® Needs to Know. In 2016, C.A.R. has

added another component and introduced our “New Member Meet Up” by inviting a small group of

new members to join us at the C.A.R. Headquarters for a discussion and tour of the building in an

informal setting. This allows us to have an open dialogue and exchange ideas on how to better serve this

segment of our membership all the while creating a greater tie to the Association from the start. Below

is a picture from our first New Member Meet Up.

With a housing market that is improving, but still recovering, C.A.R. understands the need to find new

ways of communicating the value of being a member. One of the best ways is to demonstrate the

tangible benefits of REALTOR® membership. C.A.R. is creating a marketing piece (see below) to clearly

communicate a handful of our key benefits and how much money this saves our members.

California is a diverse state and the demographics are continuing to change. Research and studies show

that Latinos strongly aspire towards homeownership, but current data and our roundtable discussion

have brought to our attention the many obstacles facing Latino’s often times in their first rung of the

home buying process. In addition these discussions with Latino REALTORS® have shed light on C.A.R.’s

own need to diversify its membership and leadership. To address these pitfalls for aspiring homebuyers

and opportunties for our consumers and members, C.A.R. is developing a Latino Network. We are

reaching out to our members and hosting several exclusive events such as roundtables and a private



reception with our current C.A.R. leadership. C.A.R. is also building relationships within our Latino

Realtor® community through our new Latino Initiative Facebook private group page (see below) to

communicate via social media. We are also producing bilingual collateral to reach out to members and

consumers. This collateral includes pieces on what is a Realtor®, how to learn if an agent is licensed

through the BRE and verify a member on car.org, Spanish ad campaign, and media buys on key Latino

newspapers in California.
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